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Abstract 
This article describes how traditional build-tools work, what are the shortcomings of this 
model for modern software development and finally how doit solve these problems. doit is 
written in python, it comes from the idea of bringing the power of build-tools to execute any 
kind of tasks. 
 
 
1. Introduction - Build-Tools 
A build-tool is a utility that manages the execution of repetitive tasks and their dependencies. 
make[2] was the first widely used built-tool, thus usually used as a reference. 
 
Note that make is mostly used in two different ways. During development, it is used to re-
build  programs from source at every development iteration. At deployment, end users use 
make to install the software. doit and this article focus only on the usage during the 
development phase. 
 
1.1. How make works 
make uses a kind of declarative language to define "rules". Rules are composed of three 
elements: targets, prerequisites and commands. Target is usually the name of a file that is 
generated by the commands, or just a name of an action. Prerequisites (or dependencies) are 
the name of files used as input to create the target. Command is an action to be executed. 
 
make will read all rules defined in a file and create a dependency graph, where a rule 
“program” with dependency 'main.o' will have an outbound edge to the rule whose target is 
also 'main.o'. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Dependency Graph
make is designed to produce a correct output in an efficient way. In order to be correct, 
before executing a rule’s commands it will execute all rules that generate its prerequisites. To 
be efficient it only executes a rule if it is necessary, when a rule is “up
executed. To determine if a rule is up
modification of its targets and prerequisites. If a prerequisite was modified after the target 
generation, the target is not up
 
On execution, you specify which targets to achieve, 
to be executed to generate the targets. This mechanism is the base of all build
 
1.2. make problems 
make is if often criticized by its syntax and ad
being very hard to read. The use of "tabs" in its syntax is a notorious issue. It is also known 
for being hard to debug. The time
working with revision control s
 
The language has limited support for creating rules dynamically. It has variable expansion 
and a few directives, but it is not considered a “real” programming language. This led to the 
creation of tools that generate Makefiles like Automake.
 
2. doit 
2.1. Who needs a build-tool?
Over the years many build-tools were created trying to improve the shortcomings of 
syntax described above. make
system it was created to solve a specific prob
code. Software development has changed a bit over the last 30 years. But build
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-to-date it checks the time-stamp of the last 
-to-date, so the rule must be executed again.
make takes care of handling what needs 
-hoc language. It is very compact but turns out 
-stamp based comparison might also have problems when 
ystems. 
 
 
 was first released in 1977. Although it is a generic build 
lem, building executable programs from source 
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given little attention into solving new challenges on software development but compile-link. 
This has led to the general perception that modern projects do not need a build-tool. 
 
doit was created to be a general purpose automation tool.  A power-tool for programmers, to 
help them manage complex projects in a sane and organized way. It can also be used as a 
build-tool but it is more powerful than that.  doit works in a similar way as make but it uses a 
slightly different and more flexible mechanism. "Rules" are known as "tasks".  A rule 
describes how to create a target, a task has less emphasis on creating targets. "Commands" 
are known as "actions", actions can be shell commands or python functions (or callables). 
 
In short doit provides two main advantages over make and other traditional build-tools: 
1) the language – doit uses python instead of an ad-hoc language.  Making it easier to 
create rules/tasks and to debug. 
2) Automation tool – doit provides several extensions to make’s model in order to 
execute broader classes of tasks efficiently, not restricted to build tasks (see section below 
for in depth explanation). 
 
2.2. Automation tool 
Make's primary focus was on recompilation. Source code compilation not only generates an 
object file. It also checks for errors in the source code. Dynamic languages do not need to be 
compiled but early and fast error checking is a nice thing to have. So in dynamic languages 
the use of static code analysis is quite popular. 
 
When you compile you are building an object file. But when you run a checker you are not 
building anything, you are executing a task that has no target file to be created. This may 
look like a small detail but with this change you loose the efficiency of build-tools. Without 
a target it can not check if the task is up-to-date or not, and it will always execute the checker 
for all files even if there are no changes to the source files. 
 
This is actually very simple to solve. doit saves the checksum of the dependencies every 
time a task is successfully completed. To determine if a task is up-to-date the dependencies 
checksum are compared to the saved values. This way doit keeps the principle of efficient 
execution for more generic tasks, inclusive but not limited to building files. Hence it is called 
an "automation tool". 
 
Unit-tests are another case of tasks without targets that general build-tools fails to execute in 
an efficient way. Large projects may contain thousands of  unit-tests. A changeset usually 
touches only a small fraction of a project’s components. Executing all tests can be a huge 
waste of time. 
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Apart from being able to check if a task without targets is up-to-date doit also provides 
others extensions, namely: 
 check if a task is up-to-date based on the result of a function or another task (instead 
of file modifications) 
 check if a task is up-to-date only based on its targets (no dependencies). 
 
2.3. Task generators 
doit was created to be easy to learn and use. It uses python, a general purpose programming 
language to define tasks. Not only that, doit has no API to be learned! You just need to learn 
a few conventions used and how to describe a task. 
 
doit uses the same declarative model as make. Where the user only specify which tasks he 
would like to be executed. doit through the dependency analysis will decide which tasks 
need to be executed and their order. And than, if its actions really needs to be executed or 
just skipped if they are up-to-date. 
 
Tasks are defined in a plain python file called "dodo" file. It means that all the tools that 
work on python files work on dodo files as well. Tasks are actually not defined directly, they 
are defined through "task generators". 
 
Task generators are nothing more than python functions that return a dictionary containing 
tasks meta information (actions, targets, dependencies and a few other optional parameters). 
Task generators are identified by the function name, it must start with "task_". This provides 
a very powerful way to define your tasks dynamically, you are not restricted to variable 
expansion. 
 
A trivial example, static code checker using pyflakes[1]. 
 
def task_checker(): 
    return {'actions': ["pyflakes sample.py"], 
            'dependencies': ["sample.py"]} 
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2.4. Sub-tasks 
Often you want to apply the same actions to different input. You can use python code to 
iterate over a list and create multiple tasks. 
 
import glob 
 
pyFiles = glob.glob("lib/*.py") 
 
def task_checker(): 
    """run pyflakes on all project files""" 
    for module in pyFiles: 
        yield {'actions': ["pyflakes %(dependencies)s"], 
               'name':module, 
               'dependencies':(module,), 
        } 
 
 
It is important to note that task generators are always executed. The code in the function 
should only be used to support the definition of the task meta-data. The real task execution 
should be done through its actions. 
 
3. doit features 
doit provides a bunch of features from which we introduce the most important ones in the 
following. Please check the tutorial[5] for a complete description of all its features with 
examples. 
 
3.1. Listing tasks 
Projects often have a lot of administrative tasks such as generating documentation, running 
tests, deploying... doit can be used to provide an unified interface to all these tools. doit can 
list all defined tasks from a file. Python doc-strings are used to describe tasks. 
 
3.2. Clean 
Creating a “clean” task to revert the actions from a task is a very common pattern. doit 
makes it easy having a special support for that. Tasks may define a "clean" attribute. It can 
be as simple as a True value to indicate that all targets should be removed. Or it could be an 
arbitrary action (python or external command). 
 
3.3. Environment setup 
Functional tests usually requires some kind of setup like starting a server, resetting a 
database, etc. doit support “setup” tasks that can optionally define “teardown” actions to be 
executed after all tasks have been completed. 
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3.4. Flexible dependencies 
Dependencies can be files, other tasks, and also the result of computed values (through a 
task). This can be used for example to have a dependency from a single value in a 
configuration file. 
 
3.5. Flexible reporter 
doit output can be easily customized. 
 
3.6. inotify integration 
doit can be started in “auto” mode where it keeps running continuously. It watches the file-
system for modifications on dependent files  and re-execute tasks when necessary. 
 
3.7. Parallel runner (multi-process) 
doit can execute tasks in parallel using multiple processes. 
 
4. Comparison with other Python build-tools 
Python has several “build-tools”, doit focuses only on usage during development. Not on  
deployment like Buildout[6]. 
 
The main motivation of doit project over SCons[8] (and other python build-tools) is its 
extension as an “Automation tool” as described in section 2.2. To the best of the author’s 
knowledge these extension are not provided by any other python or non-python build-tool. 
 doit's goal is also to provide a better user interface (inspired from py.test[4]). And support to 
be used as test-runner. 
 
5. caveats & future work 
doit is still a very young project and has some work to be done in some areas. 
 
Integration of multiple task-definition (dodo) files. Although you can just import tasks from 
a different python module, a more thought out mechanism must be included to manipulate 
multiple dodo files from a single project. 
 
Tasks are created on load time from “task-generators”, some use-cases requires tasks and 
dependencies to be created at run-time from another task. 
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Global parameters. Single tasks can take parameters from the command line, but not global 
parameters to all tasks. 
 
6. Conclusion 
doit has a simple yet very powerful mechanism for task automation. It is based on traditional 
build-tools but extends them to provide its features to a wider variety of use-cases. 
 
doit does not provide special support for executing any kind of task. So for compile-link 
large C or C++ projects you better sticky to traditional tools that accumulated a lot of built-in 
feature over the years.  doit has been successfully used on large python projects to manage 
and run tests, code checkers, generate documentation. It is also being used to create packages 
for OS distributions. 
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